


Operation Instructions

Top Front

Setup

Place the loop of cord (attached to the grommet on the back of the  panel) over the rail hook you installed on the 
awning rail.

The installation holes for the weatherbreaker side are already in place in the roller bar on your awning. On the roller bar,
locate the round cream-colored sticker near the two ends of the fabric that cover the installation holes and remove
them. (the roller bar contains the installation holes for every accessory that we offer, only remove the stickers for the
accessory that you are using). Insert the spring clip by first squeezing the center. This will allow you to insert the two
hooks into the hole in the roller bar.

Tighten the panel by holding the sides of the cord-lock and
pulling the cord as shown. (See Figure 6)  

Removal

Slide the wheel on the turnbuckle back to loosen the cord.

Remove the spring clip from the roller bar by squeezing 
the center.

Remove the cord loop from the rail hook on the house.

Adjustment

To adjust how far away from the house the weather breaker mounts, a second knot can be tied in the cord that is 
attached to the rail hook, to shorten the distance between the panel and the house.
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WARNING - When leaving the awning open unattended, even with the Weather Breaker installed, you must lower one arm 
or both to create enough drop (front to back) to prevent rain from accumulating on the fabric. If the awning is used with 
both arms in the vertical position, you must bring at least one arm back to the wall bracket, and then lower it.
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8. Slide the loop end of the cord through the round hole in the spring clip and then through the top front grommet as shown in 
figure 4. (Outside of arc to inside of arc).

9. Slide the knotted end of the cord, the cord-lock and spring clip, through the loop of cord on the other side of the grommet as 
shown in figure 5. Pull the rope tight.
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